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Abstract
Understanding human judgement and decision making during visual inspection of data is of both practical and theoretical interest. While visualizing data is a commonly employed mechanism to support complex cognitive processes such as inference, judgement, and decision making, the process of supporting and scaffolding cognition through effective design is less well understood. Applying insights from cognitive psychology and visualization science, this paper critically discusses the role of human factors — visual attention, perception, judgement, and decision making — toward informing methodological choices when visualizing data. The value of visualizing data is discussed in two key domains: 1) visualizing data as a means of communication; and 2) visualizing data as research methodology. The first applies cognitive science principles and research evidence to inform data visualization design for communication. The second applies data- and cognitive-science to deepen our understanding of data, of its uncertainty, and of analysis when making inferences. The evidence for human capacity limitations — attention and cognition — are discussed in the context of data visualizations to support inference-making in both domains, and are followed by recommendations. Finally, how learning analytics can further research on understanding the role data visualizations can play in supporting complex cognition is proposed.

Notes for Practice
- For data visualizations to meet the intended purpose of supporting complex human cognition, design choices should be based on human factors research.
- This paper reviews some of these research insights from cognitive psychology and visualization science to inform human-centred design of data visualizations in order to support complex cognitive processes. This is achieved by demonstrating that, depending on the approaches to data visualization, attention and cognition may be facilitated or impaired.
- Evidence-informed guidelines are proposed for enhancing design of data visualization to support inference, judgment, and decision making for researchers, practitioners, and consumers of learning analytics.
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1. Introduction
Visualizing data is an imperative component of scientific practice. Understanding real world phenomena such as learning is facilitated through scientific practice, as shaped through human perception and interpretation. The aspirational goal of scientific practice is for researchers and consumers of research alike to be able to make independent, objective assessments and inferences based on the research methods and data, rather than simply consuming the interpretations and inferences made by the authors themselves. The downside — human perception and cognition, even in scientific pursuit of objectivity and reason, are fallible. The upside — scientific practice is about iterative and incremental improvement. In this paper, the critical role of human factors — attention, perception, judgement, and decision making — in understanding and making methodological choices of data visualization, is discussed. In illustrating the ways in which human information processing
capacities can alter the physical representation of data to create meaning, the fallacy of neutrality or fundamental objectivity of data (Gelman & Hennig, 2017; Woodward, 2011) is also addressed.

Learning analytics research is inherently embedded in educational practice, and thus has a clear role in influencing educational practice and policy. The field, therefore, is uniquely positioned to meet the increasing demand for accessible and relevant evidence-based approaches to support emerging educational practice. Given that learning analytics research often focuses on unobtrusive measures such as log file, or physical traces to complement existing and new educational methods, the research ethos accommodates convergent measures for understanding learning in educational complexity. Hence, critical to the learning analytics field is not only visualization of potentially large datasets, but also of meaningful connections between datasets. Given the complexity of learning data, substantial resources are required to create effective data visualizations for comprehension and communication of the research. Navigating decision making for the optimal data visualization strategies to facilitate understanding of complex, interrelated datasets can be onerous, but is crucially important in enabling discovery of key patterns and connected understanding. The challenge for us is to effectively translate and integrate the existing research findings from related fields into learning analytics research.

As researchers, we tend to be appropriately cautious in the inferences we draw from our research. This caution in drawing conclusions is largely due to recognizing the difficulty in controlling for, or accounting for, all of the potentially important constructs/variables in a complex phenomenon of interest. How then, do researchers make decisions about ways to represent research data as visualization effectively and accessibly, while retaining scientific integrity? The aim of this paper is to provide evidence-based suggestions to inform decision making when considering data visualization methods. Drawing from cognitive psychology, data science, and the human–computer interaction literature, this paper highlights ways in which design decisions for static data visualizations can have downstream implications for judgement and decision making for two main purposes: 1) data visualization as a tool for communicating research, and 2) data visualization as a tool for understanding research. The first focuses on the evidence and practical recommendations on the basis of human visual perception and cognition in constructing data visualizations to communicate data as informed by evidence to support cognitive processes of inference. The second part focuses on the importance of data visualization for researchers in gaining a deeper understanding of their research data. Collectively, these can inform decisions for visualizing learning analytics for quality inference-making.

2. Data Visualization as Situated Information

2.1. A priori methodological decision making: The false dichotomy of objectivity–subjectivity of data in scientific reasoning

Data serves the purpose of enhancing our understanding about phenomena in the world, and is contextualized within research methodology. Accordingly, it stands to reason that the objective of “objectivity” in science can be in and of itself philosophically and epistemically misleading. Gelman and Hennig (2017) proposed that to move statistical discourse towards principles of good science, we ought to replace the false (and potentially misleading) dichotomy of “subjectivity” or “objectivity” in statistics discourse with broader collections of attributes. In shifting the discourse within these broader attributes such as transparency and consensus instead of “objectivity,” and awareness of multiple perspectives and context dependence instead of “subjectivity,” we make explicit and acknowledge the real value of subjectivity in ways that make clear the different ways of knowing in making sense of the world. This view is consistent with what cognitive science tells us about how humans make meaning from information, and recognizes that data and statistics cannot exist without the situated context of research methodology in inference making. A priori methodological decisions including sampling techniques, experimental (or non-experimental) design, or methods of dealing with missing data or outliers are similarly subjected to complex human cognitive processes. As Woodward (2011, p. 172) argues, “Data to phenomena reasoning, like inductive reasoning generally, is ampliative in the sense that the conclusion reached (a claim about phenomena) goes beyond or has additional content besides the evidence on which it is based (data).” Hence, for epistemological and methodological reasons, it is important for us to recognize in explicit terms that human information processing complexities are the basic conditions of scientific inquiry toward improving the transparency of scientific reasoning.

2.2. Toward human-centred data visualization: Understanding human perception and cognition

One of the key mechanisms for understanding and communicating scientific findings is through visualization of data. In learning analytics, data visualization is a core aspect of understanding and communicating research, and also part of the object of research and practice. Data visualizations are central in learning analytics work related to the provision of data to support learning and teaching to both learners and teachers (e.g., Clow, 2013; Gašević, Kovanović, & Joksimović, 2017; Verbert et al., 2014) in various methods (static, dynamic, table top, multimodal, dashboards). The informative power of data visualization in research and practice is as germane in learning analytics as in other domains of complex research phenomena. Hence,
understanding the mechanisms by which data visualization can support or hinder cognition is extremely valuable for learning analytics researchers and practitioners — there is much for the field to offer in this regard.

Data visualizations are visual representations of complex information, constructed in ways to enhance understanding (Ward, Grinstein, & Keim, 2015). In principle, the purpose and outcome of visual representations is that they can support cognition (Hegarty, 2011). There are many convincing arguments why visualization in research is important. Visualizing data should be part of the core communication strategy, and is as vital to this goal as are research methodology and statistical analyses. Data visualization enables communication of complex patterns that sometimes cannot be, or are cumbersome to convey in words (Ward et al., 2015). Visualizing data facilitates identification of patterns otherwise obscured in text or tables (Cleveland, 1994; Gelman, Pasarica, & Dodhia, 2002; Kastellec & Leoni, 2007; Tuft, 2001; Ward et al., 2015), particularly for multivariate relationships (Meyer, Shamio, & Gopher, 1999; Porat, Oron-Gilad, & Meyer, 2009). However, even with the higher order advantage of visualizing data to aid comprehension, there is evidence for interpretative bias (e.g., Braithwaite & Goldstone, 2013; Newman & Scholl, 2012; Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999). This necessitates careful and deliberate design and communication when visualizing data. How these external representations of data interact with people’s internal cognitive processes for inference-making and knowledge construction is of primary importance in informing strategies for effective data visualizations.

In some ways, we have learnt a lot in the last twenty years or so; in other ways, some of the key challenges of the field — developing ways of systematically collaborating across disciplines, or challenging assumptions or misconceptions about what is effective design for visual representations (Scaife & Rogers, 1996; Wilkinson & Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999) — are still as pertinent today. In moving forward, there is a substantial body of research that we can leverage to inform our decisions when visualizing data for inference-making. While comprehension of these data visualizations may vary across individuals (e.g., Conati & Maclaren, 2008; Toker, Conati, Steichen, & Carenni, 2013), the underlying mechanisms responsible for human cognition are generalizable.

3. Data Visualization as Communication

In this section, insights from cognitive psychology are synthesized to facilitate the bridging of human information processing and visualizing data as communication. This research forms the basis of evidence-based guidelines for constructing data visualizations to support cognition (see Table 1/Appendix A for a summary). Processing data visualizations, particularly in the context of education (specifically learning analytics), is not only cognitive. Emotions, for instance, play a complex, interactive role in processing information generally (see Yiend, 2010, and Barrett, 2017, for reviews), notwithstanding data visualization. The complex role that emotions play at various levels of engagement with data visualizations is beyond the scope of this paper (see Kennedy & Hill, 2017, for emerging research in this area).

3.1 Attention is limited and selective

3.1.1. Bottom-up versus top-down attentional mechanisms

One of the most robust findings in cognitive psychology is that the human capacity for processing information is limited. In the case of processing visual information, only a small amount of information available to the retina can be processed at any given time. Thus, visual attention and eye movements are often closely coupled, though attention can occur outside of the constraints of the visual field (see van Zoest, Van der Stigchel, & Donkl, 2017). Given complex environments of multiple possible inputs, the cognitive system selectively prioritizes some items for further processing, while others are effectively attenuated. According to the biased competition account of attentional selection (Desimone & Duncan, 1995), the biasing system comprises two attentional mechanisms widely believed to determine attentional priority: a bottom-up and a top-down attentional mechanism. Bottom-up attentional processing is said to be stimulus-driven. This is often driven exogenously by features that are visually salient (e.g., colour, luminance, shape, size, motion), and thought to occur involuntarily. Conversely, top-down attentional control is thought to be goal-directed — this is driven endogenously under volitional control, during which attention is guided by contextually relevant goals, intentions, and expectations. This simple heuristic of dual processes — bottom-up attention as automatic, and top-down attention as more deliberate (Yantis & Johnstone, 1990; Kahneman, 2003; Theeuwes, 2010) — is not as simple as is sometimes portrayed.

People’s expectations, prior experiences, and prior knowledge can direct attention in bottom-up ways that are deliberate, or automatic. Goal-driven and salience-driven attention can be very rapidly modulated by value-driven attention, suggesting that previously learned reward associations can automatically bias information processing (Anderson & Yantis, 2013; Anderson, 2016). Similarly, previously biased prioritization for attentional selection of some features or items in a visual set over others can lead to a learning experience that shapes future attentional guidance and persists through bottom-up saliency manipulations.
or changes in task goals (Kadel, Feldmann-Wüstefeld, & Schubö, 2017). Goal-driven attentional selection has also been shown to occur rapidly and automatically, an effect referred to as contingent attentional capture as dependent on task context and relational properties of the stimuli (Becker, Folk, & Remington, 2010; Becker, Lewis, & Axtens, 2017; Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992). While our understanding of the underlying neural mechanisms (and time course) of the interconnection between bottom-up and top-down modulation of visual attention is still being explored and debated (Anso, Horstmann, & Scharlau, 2010; Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2012; Pinto, van der Leij, Sigitte, Lamme, & Scholte, 2013; Theeuwes, 2010), the view that both stimulus-driven and goal-driven factors ultimately interact to determine visual selection is fundamentally agreed upon (Connor, Egeth, & Yantis, 2004; van Zost, Donk, & Theeuwes, 2004; Wolfe, 1994). That is, fundamentally, salience of visual features of data visualization influences attentional capture, and prior experience and knowledge can guide visual attention, and these occur in concert.

Why is this useful to know? Intuitions about good or desirable data visualization design practices may not always be consistent with the evidence from the research about human cognition. People (experts or non-experts) sometimes perceive certain visualization features to be effective design choices for visual representation of data, when evidence suggest instead that these could impair attention and cognition when processing graphs for meaning (Hegarty, Smallman, Stull, & Canham, 2009; Smallman & St. John, 2005; Zacks, Levy, Tversky, & Schiano, 1998). Prior learned graphical conventions in scientific practice can shape the pattern of visual inspection, sometimes referred to as “visual routines” (Michal & Franconeri, 2017). Generally, viewers consistently orient their visual attention to text elements in visualizations, particularly during early stages of viewing (Matzen, Haass, Divis, & Stites, 2017), highlighting the importance of considerations of salience of the text features of visualizations in ways that complement and support the understanding of the data. Certain data visualization methods have also been shown to activate automatic retrieval of prior learning about graphical conventions and their relation to quantitative concepts (e.g., straight line = linear relationship; Shah, 1997). These selective patterns of visual inspection of graphs suggest that a general conceptualization of graphical literacy (Okan, Galesic, & Garcia-Retamero, 2016; Shah & Freedman, 2009) — the ability to read, construct, and interpret visual displays of data — may be shaped by disciplinary conventions. Graphical comprehension therefore appears to be determined by both bottom-up and top-down factors.

Thus, in informing our decisions about designing data visualizations to support cognition, it is important to note that some decisions that may be intuitive for accessibility or attention may actually be counterproductive, or even overshadowed by more complex, higher-order cognitive processes, such as goals and knowledge. These cognitive processes are cyclical, in that what drives attention early in visual processing is also then influenced by other factors that influence attention later. In order for visual stimuli to be acted upon, they must first be attended to, before higher-order cognitive processes such as working memory, judgement, and decision making can occur. The visual perception of the features of the visualized information is then represented in working memory. These representations are continually updated during graphical comprehension through a highly limited visual working memory capacity as the reader explores the visualization, thereby constraining the amount of information that gets deeper processing. To meet our purpose of using data visualization as a means to communicate research effectively, we need to understand these human information processing capacity limitations in order to inform design decisions of data visualization in ways that support cognition.

One advantage of understanding the human information processing capacity limitations that are relevant for data visualization is to inform approaches in managing cognitive load. That is, these strategies are aimed at reducing “information overload” (Shneiderman, 1996), or “cognitive load” (Ayres & Sweller, 2014; Sweller, van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998) such that performance is not degraded. As with most research, cognitive-load-theory-based research has its strengths and weaknesses (Kirschner, Ayres, & Chandler, 2011), but certain methods of managing cognitive load for information processing and learning are supported by robust findings. Managing cognitive load based on capacity limitations means ensuring that the cognitive resources for processing data visualizations should best be allocated to essential processing for understanding the data and inference-making, rather than for figuring out basic features of the visual display. Critical to cognitive load theory is that extraneous cognitive load places the load on scarce working memory resources, thereby interfering with processing of essential material for learning and comprehension. When making decisions about reducing extraneous processing, the consideration of the interaction between bottom-up and top-down attentional mechanisms becomes practical — this is not a trivial task. Oversimplifying data representation would ease cognitive load, but can reduce scientific integrity or be misleading in many ways. Over-complexity in data representation could impair attention and cognition due to capacity limitations (Kosslyn, 2006; Tversky, 2005). At minimum, there are key identifying features of data visualization that are core to graph comprehension, and that could be said to be essential.

3.1.2. Dealing with visual clutter: Coherence, Chunks, Contiguity, Segmenting, Signalling
A key barrier to cognitive processing is visual clutter. Visual clutter can be characterized as an excess of information or visual properties in a visual display that result in chaotic, or high-density layout, and is a proxy for visual complexity (Rosenholtz, ISSN 1929-7750 (online). The Journal of Learning Analytics works under a Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
Li, & Nakano, 2007). Generally, visual clutter should be avoided in data visualizations as it can severely impair cognition and task performance. Visual clutter has been shown to increase errors in detection and judgement, and additionally, also increases the confidence with which people make decisions — both outcomes are detrimental for data visualization (Baldassi, Megna, & Burr, 2006). Some properties of design that may contribute to visual clutter are: 1) having too much or excessive information, and 2) a lack of organized structure or schema for representation of data.

To address the first source of visual clutter — excessive information — a design approach is to only include information that is necessary for the intended purpose. The rationale for employing this strategy is to weed out irrelevant materials such as excessive details, visual embellishments, or dense layout, enabling the reader to allocate more cognitive capacity for essential processing. This, the coherence principle, is supported in 23 out of 23 experimental tests, with a healthy median effect size of 0.86 (Mayer & Fiorella, 2014). These decisions do depend on the type of visualization for comprehension. For example, labelling features on axes of line graphs, particularly for time-series visualizations, is essential for providing contextual information from which meaning can be constructed (Kubina, Kostewicz, Brennan, & King, 2017). For coherence to occur, one has to further consider the goal or task at hand — even a seemingly simple decision of including a comparative line in a line graph can hinder essential processing of key information for the task at hand (Alhadad, 2016). Thus, the consideration of the intended goal or outcome of a visualization is critical in identifying essential material such that the external representation of the visualization is more aligned with the internal representation in cognitive processing.

Figure 1. Illustration with fictitious data. Top panel: Comparing perceptual discriminability by choice of (a) presenting data using a stacked bar graph versus (b) a discrete horizontal bar graph to aid perceptual and cognitive discrimination of relative differences across and within categories. Bottom panel: Comparing visual features of a (c) dot plot with redundant encoding (shape/colour) across within categories, (d) as compared with dotted lines to aid tracking within each scenario, (e) with added box as a perceptual chunk and scaffolding to highlight relational differences across discrete scenarios, (f) a bar version of the same information for comparison between types of visualization.

Some decisions for visualizing data are simpler. Assessment for information loss is visually observable by sheer exploration. For instance, we know that humans are not very good at judging proportions if there are more than three cumulative
categories if presented in certain ways (e.g., stacked bars, pie charts; Tufte, 2001). Or if one requires comparison across multiple graphical representations, then the scale needs to be consistent for more accurate comparative analysis. Information about relative differences are often lost when visualized in ways that occlude perceptual discrimination of magnitude differences. As can be seen in Figure 1, perceptual discrimination of relative differences for each discrete category on the y-axis is really only perceptible when presented discretely (upper right panel), rather than as a continuous cumulative stacked bar (upper left panel). These examples highlight some strategies for visual features selection (e.g., colour, layout, type) that can improve directing of attention to important information as aligned to the purpose of the visualization (e.g., perceptual comparison of differences, trends over time).

To address the second source of visual clutter — lack of organization to structure, particularly for complex research designs and data — one approach is through chunking (Baddeley, 2003; Gobet et al., 2001; Gobet, 2005). Chunking refers to grouping elements into larger or broader units based on their meaning, learned associations, or cognitive set. That is, complex data visualizations may be segmented into more manageable, meaningful chunks of smaller units of information. This may be done perceptually (in this case, visually) or semantically. Perceptual chunking strategies include the use of common visual design parameters like colour, shape, or location to facilitate “chunking” of information into groups on the basis of similar cognitive sets. For example, applying the Gestalt principle of similarity through use of shared colour or shade allows the reader to associate the similarity as shared groupings to aid comprehension. Redundancy in combining these features (such as combining colour and shape; e.g., blue circles vs. orange squares) can strengthen the segmentation for more efficient processing (Nothelfer, Gleicher, & Franconeri, 2017). The Gestalt principle of connectedness suggests visualizing trends over time with lines instead of bars since lines perceptually connect otherwise discrete entities compared to bar graphs (Ali & Peebles, 2013; Zacks & Tversky, 1999). Put simply, the visual features are represented in a way that relates to the conceptual relations, which can be shaped by top-down goals, purpose, or graphical schema, to boost a reader’s general knowledge about the graph (Pinker, 1990; Shah & Hoeffner, 2002). Thus, consideration about how the elements of a visual display can be grouped together into psychologically meaningful entities can support attention and cognition (Moore & Fitz, 1993; Pinker, 1990).

Perceptual chunking strategies can be supplemented semantically with text to strengthen retrieval cues for relevant knowledge structures to aid comprehension. chunking in graphical comprehension occurs cyclically, where visual pattern recognition encodes a visual chunk, and then translated and related to other visual or cognitive referents before integration (Carpenter & Shah, 1998). However, this efficacy of chunking may not be similar across levels of relevant expertise. According to a model of chunking for expertise, novices tend to be less equipped to integrate complex visual information into meaningful chunks compared to experts (Gobet, 2005). This suggests that in order to ease comprehension of data visualization, chunking could be explicitly facilitated through integration with text in order to orient the reader’s attention to important connections between visual components and concepts; where needed, chunks can be sequentially scaffolded to support comprehension. Indeed, incremental presentations of visualizations have been demonstrated to enhance readers’ speed of exploring and comprehending large datasets (Fisher, Popov, Drucker, & Schraefel, 2012).

3.2 Data visualizations can be integrated with text to support inference-making

Data visualization in research often requires a figure caption to support understanding of the data. Hence, in accordance with the norms of the scientific practice of reporting data, text is inherently integrated with visualization to provide contextual information to aid cognition, while inferential text is provided in the body, or sometimes in the figure supporting text. Considerations of what to include or exclude in the figure caption are important for three key reasons. The first is a matter of pragmatism: simple space constraints in publications. Further, one would not want a figure caption as long as a paragraph as the start and end of the figure versus the body text would not be clear.

Secondly, considering what information should be spatially proximal to the data visualization has implications for attention and cognition. This spatial distancing of the essential information from the visualization can elicit the spatial contiguity effect (Mayer & Fiorella, 2014). Separation of the visualization and supporting text increases the likelihood of attention split between the materials essential for understanding the information across spatially disparate locations (Ayres & Sweller, 2014). This increases the cognitive load for information processing and reduces the reader’s ability to understand the data visualization effectively. Placement of the key information in spatial proximity to the visualization eliminates the need to rely on working memory to integrate spatially disparate information.

Thirdly, consider the content of the textual information integrated with the visualization. The goal is to optimize coherence between the visualization and the supporting text in ways that aid understanding and recognize the interaction of top-down and bottom-up mechanisms of information processing. One approach is to signal the important aspects of the visualization. Signalling, in the context of managing cognitive load for graphical comprehension, refers to using text to direct attention to support cognition (Meyer, 1975; Schneider, Beege, Nebel, & Rey, 2018). This maybe done using headings, axis labels,
Designing data visualizations for cognitive understanding involves selecting the appropriate type of visualization and layout to support comprehension and inference (examples in learning analytics: Echeverria et al., 2018; Rau, 2017). Similar principles of spatial contiguity, coherence, and signalling are applied in this paper (see captions for Figures 1–4).

While some decisions for visualizing data are simpler in isolation, holistic considerations are more challenging. Care will be needed to communicate research findings appropriately to audience and purpose while retaining scientific and data integrity. In some ways these strategies work by minimizing the effect of extraneous processing on cognitive load; in other ways they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research evidence</th>
<th>Practical recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Salience of visual features influences attentional capture (Desimone &amp; Duncan, 1995; Theeuwes, 2010)</td>
<td>• Ensure the visual features are designed in ways that do not detract from, but rather support the understanding of important information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. A person’s prior experience and knowledge can guide visual attention (Anderson & Yantis, 2013; Becker, Folk, & Remington, 2010; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Theeuwes, 2010) | • Seek to understand the conventions of data visualizations in a particular research and practice domain; choose visualization design strategies to complement familiarity of the knowledge domain (see also recommendation 5)  
• Enhance this by scaffolding the narrative to support the understanding of the data visualization (see also point 7) |
| 3. Chunking improves processing of complex information through minimizing cognitive load and working memory capacity limitations (Baddeley, 2003; Gobet, 2005) | • Apply visual design principles to group visualization features to foster generative processing or promote chunking (e.g., using colour or shape to cluster by related meaning [see also point 5]; or visualize complex relationships in small multiples [see also Table 2]) |
| 4. Avoid visual clutter as it can severely degrade attention and impair comprehension (Baldassi, Megna, & Burr, 2006; Rosenholtz, Li, & Nakano, 2007) | • Exclude irrelevant materials such as excessive details, visual embellishments, unnecessary information, or cluttered, dense layout; this enables the reader to allocate more cognitive capacity for essential processing (coherence principle) |
| 5. Prior experience and knowledge can guide visual attention (Anderson & Yantis, 2013; Becker, Folk, & Remington, 2010; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Theeuwes, 2010) | • Organize information in ways that are aligned to conventional mental models to provide retrieval cues for knowledge structure to aid inference-making |
| 6. When text and visualizations are spatially distant, attention is divided, and people process these less deeply (Mayer & Fiorella, 2014) | • Keep visualizations and supporting text close together; this helps the reader build important connections between corresponding words and visualizations (spatial contiguity principle) |
| 7. Signalling with text can shape and direct the reader’s attention and thoughts about the visualizations (Mautone & Mayer, 2007; Mayer & Fiorella, 2014) | • Use text to help direct the reader’s attention to key information in the data visualization to aid comprehension (signalling + coherence principle) |

Signalling can also be done by visually highlighting certain aspects of the graph or text to direct attention. Ultimately, to guide the cognitive process of structuring the information into a coherent representation, visual and textual signalling may be combined. An example of coherent signalling includes narrative or storytelling aspects as a means to signal important aspects of the data to support comprehension and inference (examples in learning analytics: Echeverria et al., 2018; Rau, 2017).
work towards dealing with *germane* load (Cierniak, Scheiter, & Gerjets, 2009; Paas & Sweller, 2014), or the working memory resources devoted to the internal components of the task. Hence, the collective efficacy of the overall design on cognitive processes ultimately will need to be considered in concert. While these suggested ways of managing cognitive load are discussed in the context of static data visualizations, the principles are generalizable to dynamic or interactive presentations of data. The classic critique of tool versus design strategies à la “death-by-PowerPoint” applies here: while technology may be limited in some ways, there are often ways to design optimally for human information processing.¹

4. Data Visualisation as Methodology

4.1 Visualizations can reveal important insights for research

Visualizing data in research is arguably one of the most critical steps in understanding the underlying properties of the data. Data visualization and statistical analyses are best performed as a unified process, as they complement each other to help us develop insight, understanding, and reasoning about the data. Executing one without the other, or if assessing each without reference to the context of its research methodology, would be a disservice to the scientific goal of understanding real-world phenomena. Indeed, visualizing the data is often recommended to evaluate the assumptions underlying univariate or multivariate data (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010; Gelman & Hennig, 2017) to understand the pattern of the data, as well as the nature of measurement error. Understanding the nature of variability or uncertainty in data is crucial to informing our inference-making in less biased ways.

In addition to helping one understand data variability, Pastore, Lionetti, and Altoe (2017) further suggest deliberately visualizing data in multiple ways as an inferential tool. Through visualizing the data in various methods or representations, one is better able to evaluate inferences made on the basis of the various ways in which uncertainty may be concealed — each method with its own limitations — and subsequently enables conferring plausibility to each inference and decision.

Generating a visual representation of the data in certain formats prior to statistical analysis offers a clear means of diagnostic examination of issues that may impact the decisions for appropriate statistical analysis or to deepen understanding of the statistical outcomes. Visually inspecting the data allows the researcher to identify issues such as violation of assumptions for particular *a priori* statistical techniques, data anomalies, among many other potential issues otherwise invisible through other data analytics methods. While it is often recommended that researchers should select methods of statistical analysis *a priori* (Wilkinson et al., 1999), suitability of the statistical techniques may ultimately be informed by the nature and shape of the data. Should assessment of data visualization for statistical assumptions reveal violation of any required properties for the statistical technique, the researcher will have to reassess the *a priori* statistical plans in recognition of the true underlying nature of the data collected.

Hence, data visualization can be key to making judgements about data integrity, quality, and uncertainty. Regardless of the methodological choice for representing data and its uncertainty — both statistically and visually — the consensus is clear on the importance of representing and communicating data through visualization as complementary to statistical analysis. The recommendation to do so has been advocated for as critical to understanding and communicating about data for over 20 years, possibly more (in psychology; Wilkinson et al., 1999), and still pertinent today. Of note are the following recommendations involving the role of visualizing data in research.

The first recommendation highlights the importance of visualizing data as preliminary inspection prior to statistical analysis, as data visualization can offer insights about the nature of the data that statistics are unable to:

As soon as you have collected your data, before you compute any statistics, look at your data … if you assess hypotheses without examining your data, you risk publishing nonsense … Graphical inspection of data offers an excellent possibility for detecting serious compromises to data integrity. The reason is simple: Graphics broadcast; statistics narrowcast. (Wilkinson et al., 1999, p. 599)

The second recommendation highlights the value of adding representations of data uncertainty in visualizations (Wilkinson et al., 1999, pp. 606–607), further advocating that “Many of these procedures are found in modern statistical packages. It is

time for authors to take advantage of them and for editors and reviewers to urge authors to do so.” This of course, depends on how the data is visualized, hence the need to visualize data in ways that represent both precision and uncertainty. Graphing summary statistics only serves to facilitate interpretation that can already be gleaned from statistical summary values. The following section discusses some of these related key values of visualizing data for learning analytics research (see Table 2/Appendix B for a summary of evidence-informed recommendations for visualizing data to support understanding and communication of learning analytics research).

4.1.1 Value of visualizing data to understand underlying data properties
Recommendations to visualize data before, as well as during statistical tests to support cognition is central to scientific practice regardless of disciplinary background. The reason for this is clear — visualizing the data enables one to inspect it in ways that statistical tests can never reveal. Anscombe (1973) convincingly argued for the importance of doing so by illustrating that datasets with identical statistical properties may produce very different underlying patterns of dispersion and effects when visualized. More recently, Matejka and Fitzmaurice (2017a) illustrated this same point compellingly with a more sophisticated simulated annealing technique. They further demonstrated that depending on the type of visualization, the representation of data dispersion and uncertainty may be inherently occluded. As illustrated in Figure 2, visualizations with similar statistical properties can look very different when visualizing the underlying data distributions.

Decisions for data visualization therefore are multifaceted. For instance, Tukey-style box plots may be more effective than bar graphs as they convey additional information about interquartile ranges, the median, and potential outliers (Krzywinski & Altman, 2014). They are, however limited in their capacity to represent uncertainty. Figure 2 demonstrates this: the depicted violin plots illustrate differences in data uncertainty visibly whereas the box plots conceal information about uncertainty. This has implications for making decisions about the type of data visualization, and understanding what information or insights each type is able to reveal (or occlude). As a consequence, the choice of visualizing the data may help or hinder the understanding of data and of subsequent inferences made. Choices that reveal the nature of data dispersion for inferences about precision or uncertainty is critical in understanding the data more deeply.

Figure 2. Illustration of the importance of decisions about methods of visualizing data uncertainty. These seven different data distributions (A–G) each have the same 1st quartile, median, and 3rd quartile values. Looking top to bottom across the two panels: Top panel — where the distributions are relatively similar, the differences between box plots and violin plots are minimal. But when data distributions are different (noting similar central tendencies properties), the different distributions of the data are visible in the raw data and through violin plots, but not through Tukey’s box plots. Plots are adapted and reused with authorial permission (Matejka & Fitzmaurice, 2017b).

---

Footnote:
2 For related open data, R and Python code, animated visualizations, and details on the simulated annealing technique (Matejka & Fitzmaurice, 2017a; 2017b), go to https://www.autodeskresearch.com/publications/samestats
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Decisions about the type of visualization, method of representing uncertainty, and associated statistical and/or methodological information can still potentially lead to errors in interpretation and subsequent inference. The nature of misinterpretations may be shaped to some extent by graphical literacy (Scown, Bartlett, & McCarley, 2014; Stofer & Che, 2014; Tak, Toet, & van Erp, 2014), though some misinterpretations appear to occur regardless of prior knowledge (Peebles & Ali, 2015; Pentoney & Berger, 2016), or in some cases specific to types of visualization (Lem, Onghena, Verschaffel, & van Dooren, 2013; 2014). Visualizations with proportions and probabilities are particularly notorious for skewing interpretations and inferences in ways that do not address the true nature of the data (Gottlieb, Weiss, & Chapman, 2007). Some are even possibly deceptive (e.g., Gigerenzer & Edwards, 2003; Krämer & Gigerenzer, 2005). Even simple visualization strategies, such as ensuring the primary dependent measure axes are constant across graphs for comparison, make a difference. For example, presenting percentage change across groups without visualizing the dispersion of data, and the sample size for each cell, inhibits making informed interpretations. The percentages or proportions represented become non-meaningful for interpretation and thus bias understanding and inference-making (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002; Gottlieb et al., 2007).

4.1.2 Value of representing data in multiple ways

Multiple representations of the data can reveal insights that may be obscured with just a single representation. Of course, given a single research method and set of data, there may be multiple ways to visualize the data, each choice offering a slightly different view, and subsequently, perspective and insights into the underlying data properties and patterns. At minimum, we know that visualizing the data closest to representing the raw individual data points collectively (as per Figures 2 and 3) ultimately enables visual inspection of uncertainty that summarized visual representations (Figure 5) cannot offer; though complementing both types likely deepens the understanding of the phenomenon. Where temporality is critical to understanding the phenomena of interest, the data will need to be collected with this in mind, such that temporal visualization of the data is possible (Lund, Quinvar, Shaffer, 2017; Riel, Lawless, & Brown, 2018; Thompson et al., 2013). Thus, a priori decisions about research methodology can influence the depth of insight that can be revealed through multiple representations of the data. In an example tutorial of epistemic network analyses, Shaffer, Collier, and Ruis (2016) illustrate clearly this affordance an a priori methodological choice can offer (see Figure 3). Based on these data visualization choices, one can see how certain aspects of information useful for understanding and making inferences from the data can be obscured or revealed. These multiple visual representations of the data may also be hierarchically or sequentially presented. Connecting back to Section 3 of this paper, these hierarchical methods of representing the data can be a method of managing cognitive load, both in terms of static and dynamic representations (see Elmqvist & Fekete [2010] for overview on hierarchical visualization and Victor [2011] for a discussion on scientific communication as sequential art). Collectively, the multiple representations reveal a deeper picture about the research, and in some ways can also be a strategy to drive storytelling when communicating research.

The use of bivariate relationships in educational and learning science research is something to be treated with more caution in application and interpretation. The immediate risk to the field is threefold: 1) the risk of generating and proliferating spurious correlations has potentially serious implications for our understanding of learning; 2) the risk of perpetuating misleading inferences such as drawing causal inferences from correlations generates problems for knowledge; 3) last, but certainly not least, the risk for educational practice is the extended inferential issues described in 1) and 2) when making decisions in educational practice on the premise that the research evidence is “good research.” The third is arguably the worst potential unintended consequence of this practice, as it may immediately impact on student learning and well-being. Other than the problem of reducing complex (learning) relationships to a single predictor and an outcome, researching with, or visually representing data on a bivariate plane is problematic for many other reasons. Reporting of, or representation of potentially complex relationships in learning research as oversimplified bivariate relationships is likely to perpetuate myths about learning, unless explicitly addressed. Understanding the cognitive processes of judgement and decision making with correlations enables us to make informed decisions about designing and understanding representations of bivariate data.

The capacity of people to understand scatterplots and to infer relationships from them has been shown to be problematic in a number of ways. It is common for people to consistently underestimate the magnitude of correlation coefficients, or the strength of the relationship between two variables (see e.g., Cleveland, Diaconis, & McGill, 1982; Strahan & Hansen, 1978; Sher, Bemis, Liccardi, & Chen, 2017). People sometimes misjudge correlation strength from data cloud density alone, and have trouble judging the effect of scatterplot contaminations such as the presence of outliers on the correlation magnitude (Cleveland et al., 1982; Meyer et al., 1999). As such, the accompanying information about the population parameters — magnitude of the relationship, pattern of dispersion, and error — would serve to aid interpretation of the data.
Another common misinterpretation is the inference of causality from correlation or regression analyses. Neither correlation nor regression allows causal inferences, however regression does allow inferences about a predictive relationship that cannot be made from simple correlations. While in some research circumstances, bivariate relationships may be logical first steps or the only possible analytical method, the reporting of these results could benefit from the understanding of these principles in understanding and communicating the research findings in ways that do not make over-claims, and allow appropriate non-causal inferences that acknowledge the methodological limitations.

Similarly, it is important to recognize that no matter how well this data is visualized, the methodological limitation of assessing bivariate relationships where, more often than not, these relationships are likely to be mediated or moderated by a “third factor” or more, drive equally limited interpretations. The human brain will create meanings from these paired, sometimes directional relationships, as limited as they are — that one thing drives another, as a superordinate mental model. This circularity is likely to occur as a function of the human cognition in meaning making, particularly in a restricted range of data and methodology. This highlights the unavoidable, unintended consequence of restricted approaches to restricted visualization to that of restricted inference. Thus, if one chooses to analyze or visualize data in restricted ways, this should be acknowledged and recognized when making inferences, as misleading inferences may still occur despite the best intentions. Particularly in the context of learning analytics, where assemblages of multiple sources and time points of data could be leveraged to understand learning processes, choosing to study the effects of a predictor on an outcome in isolation explicitly risks ignoring potentially important effects of other predictors on that relationship. Anscombe (1973, p. 21) makes this very point in his seminal paper: “The likelihood that we fool ourselves by only carrying out some ordinary regression calculations is much greater too. Usually when there are many ‘independent’ variables they are mutually related and we are interested in performing regression on subsets of them, possibly by a ‘stepwise’ procedure; so even the standard calculation is not so simple.”
Figure 4. Illustration of the importance of data visualization in predictive relationships by way of small multiple visual representations. The $R^2$ values on the right are insufficient to convey the patterns of relationships, and the three data visualization panels — intercept, slope, and intercept + slope — illustrate how analysis of the bivariate relationship of interest can be context-, cohort-, and sex-dependent, allowing for a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between age and risk-taking propensity. Figure from Josef et al. (2016), adapted and reproduced with authorial permission.

It is clear that visualizing data, either bivariate or multivariate, can reveal insights about the data that numbers and statistics alone cannot offer. A quick search of the learning analytics literature across the main sources (Journal of Learning Analytics and the Proceedings of the Learning Analytics and Knowledge conferences) reveals that out of the 26 papers that used correlational or regression analyses, only nine visualized the data in graphical representation, while 20 others (including the nine papers with graphs) reported details in the form of a table (two had neither). This is certainly an avenue to push for complementary data visualizations to aid understanding of the research in its communication. Figure 4 illustrates two ways in which viewing visualization of relationships beyond two superordinate variables can influence methodological choices about measurement in research. First, note how $R^2$ values (far right column in Figure 4) are insufficient to convey the patterns of relationships — the values indicate the amount or magnitude of variance attributed in the model, but do not illustrate the pattern of variance. Second, note how the visualizations in the top panel illustrate the generalized relationship between age and self-reported propensity for risk-taking indicate a curvilinear relationship over age groups with a general downward trend with increasing age. Third, comparing this general relationship of age and risk propensity to those measured in various domains or contexts, the visualizations illustrate the nuanced pattern of change over time and sex, as contextualized in each domain (Health, Recreational, and Social). This nuanced understanding would otherwise be occluded from a simple bivariate relationship, and from a lack of data visualization.

4.2 Importance of visualizing data uncertainty

If the goal of data visualization is to represent and communicate data effectively and accurately, then visualizing data uncertainty is essential. All too often, visualization of data uncertainty is omitted; doing so robs the reader of the chance to do an independent assessment of the data for inference. In the context of visualizing data uncertainty, the concept of uncertainty may be understood as a composition of various sources of uncertainty. Uncertainty in data can reflect imprecision of measurement or resolution, degree of subjective influence in the data, artefacts or background noise, or outliers or deviation
from a true value, among others. Advancements in visualization software have given researchers better access into the underlying nature of data uncertainty — error, variance, and patterns of uncertainty — thereby better enabling them to inspect, explore, and evaluate the data — small or large, highly complex — in more sophisticated ways. This advancement is particularly advantageous now that data of increasing size and complexity is becoming more common. Data uncertainty can arise from many sources, with various meanings and implications as a result. For instance, uncertainty in a dataset may arise as a function of sampling, or the way in which data is collected or generated. Data uncertainty may also simply represent the variability of the phenomenon investigated. Some data uncertainty may arise as a result of methodological choices related to “cleaning” the data, such as some methods of dealing with missing data, as well as considerations of visual representations of missing data (Eaton, Plaisant, & Drizd, 2005). An important aspect of understanding uncertainty is being able to identify random or systematic error (Loken & Gelman, 2017), which is complex, as it depends on factors beyond the visible data itself. The idea of being able to discern signal from noise is really just a useful analogy for reasoning, but does not convey the complexity of understanding data uncertainty, nor the importance of considering research methodology factors in understanding data uncertainty. Data sampling methods and their associated sample size per cell of analysis, the measurement instruments, or the measurement model itself (see Berger, 2017, for an in-depth discussion of courses of error in application of measurement models), for instance, all contextualize data uncertainty. The possibility of large linked data across systems in learning analytics (Thompson et al., 2013; Zouaq, Jovanović, Joksimović, & Gašević, 2017) means that complexity in dealing with understanding uncertainty is more pronounced, and that considerations of methodological choices, including dealing with data uncertainty for inference-making, become even more critical (Lodge, Alhadad, Lewis, & Gašević, 2017).

The benefits of including estimates of uncertainty when reporting statistical results visually and in text, irrespective of Bayesian or frequentist leanings, is undisputed and widely encouraged (Bonneau et al., 2014; Cumming, 2014; Loken & Gelman, 2017; Morey, Hoekstra, Rouder, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2016). By including visualization of uncertainty when visualizing data, we provide a more accurate depiction of the data, and subsequently, potentially enhance judgement and decision making. Data uncertainty is part and parcel of research — and the degree of uncertainty depends on many factors, including methodological choices, construct and complex relationship investigated, and the alignment of the two. By and large, no measure is completely precise. As such, understanding uncertainty is arguably part of constructing epistemic notions of our way of knowing about the world. Making decisions about the optimal ways to visualize this when the evidence for impact on graph comprehension and inference is less clear will be challenging, but necessary. Our desire for unambiguous conventions to guide decisions for graphing uncertainty is, at the current stage, unlikely to be fulfilled. As with the degree of uncertainty inherent in any dataset, we require a degree of flexibility in understanding, representing, and communicating data uncertainty in ways to support appropriate inference-making. Evaluating uncertainty may also depend on the epistemological stance that a researcher adopts; their knowledge about the research and statistical methodology that contextualizes the data will strongly influence the cognitive lens with which interpretation occurs.

Evidence-based strategies for visual representation of these margins of error to support cognition are scant (see Zuk & Carpendale, 2007). Anyone who has tried teaching someone about statistical variability and ways of measuring or quantifying this knows how sticky the concept of error variance really can be. Indeed, vast amount of research suggest that people tend to be probabilistically challenged, whether novice or expert. People have trouble understanding probabilities described in many forms, and tend to adopt heuristics maladaptively in making judgements and inferences (Gottlieb et al., 2007; see Gigerenzer & Brighton, 2009, and Kahneman, 2003 for discussions of potential underlying mechanisms). This effect occurs even for domain-specific types of errors in the field. As in the case of psychology, Belia, Fidler, Williams, and Cumming (2005) show that even experts make judgement errors about error bars in relation to statistical significance, and sometimes even misunderstand different types of error measurements such as confidence intervals. Further, when compared with student novices who had not received any prior education on statistical inference, researchers equally tended to misinterpret confidence intervals (Hoekstra, Morey, Rouder, & Wagenmakers, 2014). This problem is more acute when the findings are to be presented to disciplines other than their own, with different methodological conventions, and to people with various levels of understanding of research, data, and statistics. Further, certain types of graphical representations are less effective in facilitating the understanding of data dispersion or uncertainty, even when one has the knowledge and experience to do so. For example, statistics students appear to consistently misinterpret histograms and box plots despite demonstrating the required knowledge and having the time to interpret them accurately (Lem et al., 2013).

The depiction of data uncertainty through visual representation features such as error bars are intended to help people reason out the distribution of values that the measured variable could take and factor that into their interpretations. While adding visualization of uncertainty helps instill some caution in interpreting findings, these benefits do not appear to universally transfer to understanding the implications of the patterns of error. Making visible uncertainty in principle, should allow people to make judgements about data precision, distribution, quality, or representativeness of the phenomenon investigated.
However, there are still gaps in research that could help us make better-informed decisions about methods for visualizing data uncertainty to support cognition.

One, it is unclear that people use uncertainty visualizations to understand the statistical uncertainty as opposed to methodological or unmeasured uncertainty (the problem of understanding measured versus extraneous, unmeasured uncertainty). Often when dealing with visualizing uncertainty we refer to representations of statistical uncertainty — some of which may arise from various methodological parameters, such as method of sampling, sample size, measurement instruments, repeated measures, experimental and individual variability, etc. Other sources of uncertainty may arise from limitations of the device of measurement or the instrument itself (e.g., Matejka, Glueck, Grossman, & Fitzmaurice, 2016), sometimes called bounded uncertainty (Olston & Mackinlay, 2002). Research in understanding how uncertainty is understood and expressed will help inform strategies for data visualization design (Skeels, Lee, Smith, & Robertson, 2010).

Two, there is currently no consensus on how visualizations of uncertainty aid understanding of data in ways that modelling uncertainty is understood in statistics. This second issue is particularly important for us to understand and develop expertise to reason and make inferences appropriately on the basis of data uncertainty. Novices derive little information from, or ignore error estimates in data visualizations (Scown et al., 2014; Tak et al., 2014). When plotted in bar graphs, error bars or confidence intervals are often missed or bias the interpretation of the uncertainty estimation (Newman & Scholl, 2012; Pentoney & Berger, 2016). These perceptual errors have downstream implications for inference making.

Three, in relation to visualization methods for inference making, we need to better understand the conditions under which visualizations of uncertainty are used or disregarded. Despite these gaps in research, evidence suggests that the visibility of estimates of uncertainty, particularly with visualizations, tend to improve some aspects of judgement with data compared to instances when uncertainty is invisible (Nadav-Greenberg & Joslyn, 2009; Burton, Pomeroy, Radenovic, & McCarley, 2017). Arguably, being able to understand uncertainty is critical for reasoning about the ways of knowing and in research for making inferences about complex learning phenomena.

So what does this mean for us in making evidence-informed decisions when constructing data visualizations that are effective and accurate representations of the data, and that represent uncertainty in ways that support (and not hinder) cognition? According to Cleveland (1994), when making decisions about methods of representing uncertainty, emphasis should be placed on the impact on inference making. This recommendation is critical, though difficult to implement and understand. Even with the focus away from statistical significance to that of practical significance, in order to make these judgements, one still needs to understand the basis of and for error, in the context of the research and its methodology. Behaviourally, in the task of assessing visualization of uncertainty, people do not tend to naturally use information about uncertainty in making inferences (Kramer, Telfer, & Towler, 2017). This suggests that the design of visualizations should incorporate ways to orient attention to important features of uncertainty and why that might be. Some suggest the presentation of key visual and textual information to aid understanding of important aspects of reasoning and interpretation of data uncertainty (Louis & Zeger, 2009; Morey et al., 2016). Figure 5 is an attempt to illustrate a possible case of visualizing data that prioritizes the consideration of factors for inference-making. The top panel shows a common method of visualizing comparison of two groups across multiple domains using bar graph, with the representation of data uncertainty with error bars. Based on the discussion above, evidence suggests that this method biases the estimate of uncertainty within-the-bar, and the use of the bars hinders perceptual discrimination for comparison across groups, particularly where there are multiple domains of measurement. The lower panel is an attempt to minimize the extraneous and germane cognitive load by prioritizing the need to: 1) evaluate differences effectively between groups across multiple domains, and 2) judge the practical importance (as opposed to statistical significance) of the differences using confidence intervals of the differences.

All of these considered, it is worth noting that the representation of error margins in between-subject designs for understanding and reasoning about data are comparatively more straightforward relative to those in within-subject designs (Jarmasz & Hollands, 2009; O’Brien & Cousineau, 2014). Thoughtful discussions and recommendations for representing and reporting of data uncertainty in research designs involving repeated measures are covered elsewhere (see Cumming, Fidler, & Vaux, 2007; Fuchs, Pölz, & Bathke, 2017; Nicholls, 2016). Taken together, this section provides evidence-informed considerations for visualizing data, and its implications for inference-making. Visualizing data, and particularly data uncertainty, facilitates deeper and more nuanced understanding of making inferences with data. As a field, this is an imperative discipline to apply to learning analytics as we move into increasingly high stakes settings of data- and algorithmic-informed decision making. Omission of this could lead to the fallacy of the average (Aguilar, 2017), proliferation of spurious correlations, and misleading understanding about the nature of the data and of its representativeness. This may influence any inferential inductions about likelihoods of the phenomenon occurring in the population, and critically for educational practice, to inferences made at the individual level (“translation to N=1” issue). While representing data and its uncertainty visually are not inferential panacea, they, at the very least, allow us the opportunity to test and challenge our inferential assumptions.
Figure 5. An example of representing uncertainty (only in the context of providing summary data, in this case, mean scores, rather than raw data) in research communication to support cognition. In this fictitious case, the percentage accuracy in explaining the graphical or statistical concept is visualized in two ways. The top panel (bar graph) is less effective as an assessment of differences between groups and of how the associated data uncertainty is perceptually hindered and biased. The bottom panel illustrates an alternative method using a dot plot (bottom left panel), with an indicator of performance accuracy at a chance level reference point (indicated by the dotted pink line). This corresponds with (bottom right panel) the 95% confidence intervals of the differences (as indicated by the thin line) in the same visual field for coherent assessment of differences and practice significance.
Table 2. Summary of evidence-informed guidelines for visualizing data as methodology to support complex cognition in understanding and communicating research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research evidence</th>
<th>Practical recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visualize data as an inferential tool to reveal important insights about underlying data properties</td>
<td>1. Visual representations can support cognition (Hegarty, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visualize data as a key means of understanding and communicating information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Visualizing data facilitates identification of patterns that are otherwise obscured in text or tables (Gelman, Pasarica, &amp; Dodhia, 2002; Kastellec &amp; Leoni, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Particularly for complex, multivariate relationships, people are able to detect statistical effects more accurately and more quickly with visualizations than with tables (Meyer, Shamo, &amp; Gopher, 1999; Porat, Oron-Gilad, &amp; Meyer, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Some types of visualizations inherently obscure the representation of the data properties (including uncertainty, see points 5–7; Anscombe, 1973; Krzywinski &amp; Altman, 2014; Matejka &amp; Fitzmaurice, 2017a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualize uncertainty to support inference-making</td>
<td>5. Visualizing uncertainty is a useful aid for researchers to make statistical and inferential decisions (Kramer, Telfer, &amp; Towler, 2017; Burton, Pomeroy, Radenovic, &amp; McCarley, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Visualizing uncertainty appears to aid readers’ understanding of the criticality of data uncertainty than without its visualization; BUT people do not appear to naturally use uncertainty information to aid inference-making (Hoekstra et al., 2014; Kramer et al., 2017; Newman &amp; Scholl, 2012; Morey et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Understanding data uncertainty is difficult for both novices and experts (Newman &amp; Scholl, 2012; Pentoney &amp; Berger, 2016; Scown, Bartlett, &amp; McCarley, 2014; Tak, Toet, &amp; van Erp, 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Next Steps: Towards Human-Centred Learning Analytics Research and Practice

5.1 Towards a human-centred dashboard (and other data visualizations) design
The scope of this paper was limited to that of static data visualizations. Nonetheless, some of the empirical research and theoretical principles covered here are generalizable to dynamic or interactive visualizations, to an extent. The situatedness of processing data visualizations does include the mechanism through which the data is visualized and presented to users or consumers. The specific ways in which this research evidence might be applied or translated could be an avenue for future work. Further, learning analytics as a field provides the unique opportunity to empirically investigate the human information processing mechanisms of data visualizations in the various contexts of educational practice, and of human factors, generally.
Provision or presentations of data to various stakeholder groups in learning analytics is a core part of the field’s aim to optimize understanding and improvement of wicked educational problems. As such, understanding the effects of design features of these data visualizations in the various nuanced educational practice contexts on the intended cognitive (and socioemotional) processes would benefit the field as a whole.

For instance, where learning analytics dashboards are concerned, it has been argued that their design (or any learning analytics data visualizations provided to stakeholders in any other forms) should be linked to learning theory and learning sciences (e.g., Kelly, Thompson, & Yeoman, 2015; Sedrakyan, Malmberg, Verbert, Järvelä, & Kirschner, 2018). In understanding the adoption, use, and integration of learning analytics visualizations in educational practice (whether for learners, educators, or policymakers), the questions often missed, but worth asking are whether the data visualizations, at the first level, are designed in ways that are 1) supportive (not limiting) of attention and cognitive processes imperative for judgement and decision making with the data; 2) aligned to the methodology with which the data is collected; 3) scaffolded where necessary with important contextual and complementary information to support meaning-making? There is, of course, a lot of good work in the literature in elucidating our understanding of how contextualized data provision may support educational practice across various stakeholders (e.g., van Leeuwen, 2015; Jivet, Scheffel, Specht, & Drachsler, 2018). More recently, Sedrakyan and colleagues (2018) suggest practical ways that learning analytics can be linked with learning science concepts when developing dashboards to support learning regulation. The importance of situating the visualized data as aligned to the educational purpose cannot be understated. However, for these efforts to optimize the likelihood of supporting the intended cognitive and learning processes, these efforts should also, at minimum, be designed in ways that support basic attention and cognitive processes as described in this paper. When designing data visualizations for learning analytics research or practice, other practical guidelines in the literature would be worth being synthesized with the present paper in guiding practice. See Klerx, Verbet, and Duval (2017) for practical guidelines on how to get started on developing data visualizations for this purpose; and Hillaire, Rappolt-Schlichtmann, and Ducharme (2016) for prototyping guidelines.

The study of designing for representations of data and scenario uncertainty to support cognition is one that would benefit from more research, both in terms of understanding the differential features of visualizing uncertainty in supporting or hindering attention and cognition, as well as understanding how narration or data storytelling might support this process. Specifically, narrative may serve to communicate not only data uncertainty, but also scenario uncertainty, hence providing a strategy to support understanding of uncertainty in data visualizations. Understanding whether these strategies in designing data visualizations support building tolerance for uncertainty in making meaning, judgements, and inferences would be of empirical and theoretical interest. This would build on emerging research (at least in learning analytics; Echeverria et al., 2018; and in human–computer interaction, e.g., Hullman & Diakopoulos, 2011) in deepening our understanding of this necessary, but inherently complex process.

Further, this paper did not address the complexity of the social, cultural, and emotional aspects of processing data visualizations. These processes are inextricably linked, and are important to consider when attempting to understand human factors in processing data visualization for insight. While these processes are critical in the sensemaking process, there is a relative dearth in the research focusing on the roles these factors play (Kennedy & Hill, 2017). Further, in learning analytics, this may be beyond visualizing just data. These mechanisms are inherent in our capacity to construct visual representations of complex phenomena or systems (e.g., learning design representations, or patterns; see Muñoz-Cristóbal and colleagues, 2018; and systems dynamics visual representations; see Howard & Thompson, 2016). To support capacity limits of the human mind in ways that leverage research evidence on human information processing and complex (higher-order) cognition and emotion, these are domains that learning analytics researchers are well placed to gain a deeper understanding in contributing to the wider field and bridging across disciplines.

5.2 Towards holistic understanding of “data literacy” in learning analytics

Often, data literacy is mentioned as a key component of being able to integrate data into one’s educational practice (e.g., Alhadad, Thompson, Knight, Lewis, & Lodge, 2018; Kitto, Buckingham Shum, & Gibson, 2018; Wolff, Gooch, Cavero Montaner, Rashid, & Kortuem, 2016). The concept of data literacy is contextual, as is data- or evidence-informed practice. While this paper has reviewed some studies that investigated human processing capacity limitations as well as individual differences in comprehending data visualizations, this review was not intended to provide a comprehensive view of this related research. Nonetheless, it is fair to conclude that the ability to understand various graphical formats has a clear impact on meaning making and subsequent inferences. Further research could focus on elucidating the various aspects of data literacy that may be necessary in complex cognition (Knauff & Wolf, 2010) that one would expect when integrating learning analytics into practice. Gibson and Martinez-Maldonado (2017) developed a nice conceptual model toward understanding embodied cognition in the meaning making process — the challenge is to synthesize this with other aspects of complex cognition and
emotion when dealing with data in learning analytics practice. Gaining a deeper understanding of how graphical literacy might be linked to other aspects of understanding data within the umbrella of data literacy will not only benefit the field in understanding this for learning analytics design and implementation, but also for scaffolding, professional learning, and, where teams are concerned, understanding the complexity in inter- and transdisciplinary efforts where data visualizations are concerned.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, human capacity limitations in the context of cognitive processing of data visualization for understanding research and making inferences are discussed as supported by research evidence. The bottom-up and top-down factors identified provide the basis for making evidence-informed visualization design decisions. The unique importance of decisions about methods of visualization (visual features, type of visualizations) in incorporating key information is particularly important for multifaceted, multivariate models in learning analytics research. This paper discusses some of the key elements of human cognition to support evidence-informed decision making about visualizing data. Of course, other factors that have not been discussed here are also critical for understanding the influence of human perception and cognition in making these decisions, and for understanding the impact of these decisions on inference-making. As part of the imperative discipline to progress learning analytics research and practice in ethical and evidence-informed ways, the next step to enhance our intellectual journey here may be to better understand how people apply the research evidence to educational practice, as dependent on methodological properties such as visualizing data as information. A vast literature focusing on heuristics and cognitive biases influences how people make sense of information, which is an important part of this puzzle. This would constitute a positive change in how learning data can be graphically depicted in research and practice (e.g., through learning analytics dashboards), as it helps us better inform our designs for less biased, more accurate inference making, and would inform the development of data visualization tools to better support human cognition.
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Appendix A

GUIDELINES FOR VISUALIZING DATA

1. SALIENCE

Salience of visual features influences attentional capture. Ensure the visual features are designed in ways that do not detract from, but rather support, the understanding of information.

2. PRIOR EXPERIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

A person’s prior experience and knowledge can guide visual attention. Seek to understand the conventions of data visualizations in a particular research and practice domain; choose visualization design strategies to complement familiarity of the knowledge domain (see also recommendation 5). Enhance this by scaffolding the narrative to support the understanding of the data visualization (see also point 7).

3. CHUNKING

Chunking improves processing of complex information through minimizing cognitive load and working memory capacity limitations. Apply visual design principles to group visualization features to foster generative processing or promote chunking (e.g., using colour or shape to cluster by related meaning; see also point 5); or visualize complex relationships in small multiples.

4. AVOID VISUAL CLUTTER

Avoid visual clutter as it can severely degrade attention and impede comprehension. Exclude irrelevant materials such as excessive details, visual embellishments, unnecessary information, or cluttered, dense layout; this enables the reader to allocate more cognitive capacity for essential processing (coherence principle).

5. PRIOR EXPERIENCE & KNOWLEDGE

Prior experience and knowledge can guide visual attention. Organize information in ways that are aligned to conventional mental models to provide retrieval cues for knowledge structure to aid inference-making.

6. SPATIAL DISTANCE

When text and visualizations are spatially distant, attention is divided, and people process these less deeply. Keep visualizations and supporting text close together; this helps the reader build important connections between corresponding words and visualizations (spatial contiguity principle).

7. SIGNALLING

Signalling with text can shape and direct the reader’s attention and thoughts about the visualizations. Use text to help direct the reader’s attention to key information in the data visualization to aid comprehension (signalling + coherence principle).
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### Appendix B

**VISUALIZING DATA AS AN INFERENTIAL TOOL**

1. **Visual representations can support cognition**
   
   Visualize data as a key means of understanding and communicating information.

2. **Visualizing data facilitates identification of patterns that are otherwise obscured in text or tables**
   
   Before computing any statistics, visualize your data to evaluate assumptions of underlying univariate or multivariate data, and to detect any serious compromises to data integrity.

3. **Particularly for complex, multivariate relationships, people are able to detect statistical effects with more speed and accuracy with visualizations than with tables**

   For understanding research, visualize the data in various/multiple methods or representations to be able to better evaluate the ways in which underlying properties may be concealed by a single method.

   For communicating research, consider evidence-informed principles to make methodological choices when constructing data visualizations to support attention and cognition.

4. **Some types of visualizations inherently obscure the representation of data properties**

   Explore multiple ways of visualizing the data to make critical judgements about how visualization decisions may support or potentially lead to errors in interpretation and subsequent inference.

5. **Visualizing uncertainty is a useful aid for researchers to make statistical and inferential decisions**

   Visualize data in ways that enable you to see and understand the nature of the data dispersion and to test assumptions of the data.

6. **Visualizing uncertainty appears to aid readers’ understanding of criticality of data uncertainty than without its visualization; BUT people do not appear to naturally use uncertainty information to aid inference-making**

   Emphasize the impact of data uncertainty in communicating the implications for research to practice translation. Use language to scaffold data uncertainty to support visualization of uncertainty, or use language to explain the implication of uncertainty in your dataset on inference-making explicitly.

7. **Understanding data uncertainty is difficult for novices and experts**

   Use text to orient attention to important aspects of uncertainty visualized, and why they matter.

---
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